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Dear Sir/Madam,

ln reviewing the Proposed county development plan I believe there have been a number of omissions to clarity in
certain points and I wish to make some recommendations and suggestions which when included will ensure the
correct route for action in relation to vulnerable and disabled individuals in our Tipperary community.

6.0 Supporting sustainable communities

1. As suggested in the introduction, this plan is to be a tailored plan to deliver a good quality of life for
all. While commendable, the term used further on "social inclusion" does I believe from my experience only
referto able bodied people on reduced incomes while disabled people who would be a percentage of this
category are not considered by the author as being included. I believe this to be an oversight by the author
due to lack of knowledge of the needs of the disabled community. I can attribute my knowledge to a

presentation by a social inclusion employee who when questioned about disabled people would not interact
on the question citing that my query had nothing to do with them, which of course is incorrect and can be
attributed to the individual's lack of knowledge of the definition of social inclusion.

2. 6.loftheC.D,P.speaksofaqualityenvironment andavoiceinplanning/policy,alasunlessthe
management are serious in communicating with all elements of the community and taking on board the
needs of all sectors such as the disabled rather than retrograding the environment we live in and not
consulting with individuals/groups when planning to ensure that the needs of all are met. While public
consultation is the main route for non disabled people who have the opportunity to interact, The County
Council have a public obligation to consult with disabled people in relation to making changes to the
environment in which they live. This, being qualified under the United Nations convention on the rights of
people with disabilities and that consultation must be with representatives of disabled people and their
disabled people's organisations and not service providers who are not representative organisations. The
definition of a D.P.O (disabled person's organisation)can be read in the U.N.C.R.P.D. Documentation as

Adopted by the lrish Government.

"6.2 Social inclusion and vulnerable communities". This paragraph speaks of greater accessibility of buildings
through the adoption of universaldesign in their construction. While this may be commendable, This point loses its
strength when one considers that the public realm remedial works taking place in Tipperary towns is not applying
the same level of its obligation to universal design but resorting to the easy option of shared space schemes where
vehicular traffic maintains priority over pedestrians and encounter greater interaction which inevitably leads to
accidents or the decline of pedestrians in public streets. Shared space schemes does away with the standards
already applied in regard to safety of all and specific requirements of disabled vulnerable users. Examples of same
being, removal of controlled crossings for unofficial courtesy crossings which actually gives priority to the
motorist. Shared space schemes implement a levelsurface of pedestrian area and vehicle traffic area divided by a
minimum tactile surface which many do not recognise due to its recent introduction and the problems that arise
from it: if one wishes to make town centres more accessible for pedestrians, giving priority to vehicle traffic in this
way only detracts from the environment. Furthermore , such level surfaces remove the standard kerb height for
bus stops which being 160mm assist in the embarking and disembarking of passengers from buses safely. Such
retrograde moves in the public environment are contrary to the recommendation of universal design thus planning
has 2 different disciplines running side by side which do not combine successfully. There is no point in "doing what I

say and not what I do".
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3. As the C.S.O. informs us, lreland will have a growing percentage of an aging community which in itself will
incur a percentage of impairment as age progresses thus ignoring the importance of universal design in our

streetscapes and the needs of people with disabilities, Tipperary county council will be accelerating the

increase of issues which will deter pedestrians from using the streets of their communities.

4. While Tipperary county council states that it will consult with disabled people in relation to their needs

under its public sector duty obligations, there seems to be a hiatus of silence, in the hope that such

individuals will go away. Unfortunately, Tipperary county council while arguing that it is not required to
consult with individual disability organisations, it is missing the point, in that it does have obligations under

sect 42. Whereupon it is confronted by such representation from disabled organisations in relation to issues,

It cites that it does communicate with a prescribed list of organisations which cover all areas. I should point

out that one of these organisations is the department of the Environment, Furthermore to this is a directive

byaMinisteroftheEnvironment. The directivewhichisincludedintheDisabilityact2005,seetextbelow,
it states:

"Disability Act 2005

SECTION 36.

(a) measures to be taken to ensure compliance with Part M of the Building Regulations L997

(S.1. No. 497 of 1997),

(b) measures to be taken to facilit ate access bv persons with disabiliti es to oublic roads and

other oublic places a to other services orovided bv the Min . local authorities or
other oublic bodies in relation to which he or she oerforms functions and the time
proposed within which such measures are to be taken.

arrangements proposed to be put in place by the Minister and the MinisterforTransport to facilitate access to the

vehicles providing the passenger transport services by such persons from a public road,"

Thus, when considering the category entitled "social inclusion" the author should realize that this actually includes

disabled people as well as able bodied people on low or fixed incomes and facilities provided by Tipperary county

councilwhether in the public realm or when considering design and planning in any form should be cognizant of all

the elements involved. By not consulting with disabled persons' organisations in relation to matters which would

effect them, it is ignoring its obligations under the UN Convention on the rights of people with disabilities, which

supersedes section 42 public service duty as it cannot be ignored as it has been adopted by the lrish Government as

law.

Thanking you for this opportunity of contributing to the development plan and Hope that it is received in the spirit

of improving the quality of life of all residents of the county, able bodied or impaired.

Yours sincerely,

Gerard Shanahan,

 

Social lnclusion PPN Rep for Transport and lnfrastructure S.P.C. Tipperary County Council.

Tipperary Representitive for VVI: Voice of Vision lmpaired - National Disability Person's organisation for people with

visual impairment.
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